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Terms of Use 

 
These terms are agreed between: 
 
The Customer, 
 
And 
 
The company ZenWeShare, SAS with a registered capital of 10 769,76 euros, located 9 rue de la Petite Pierre – 75011 Paris, France, recorded at 
the Registre du Commerce et des Sociétés de Paris under the number 791 978 372, represented by Kevin Becker General Director (hereafter 
referred as «Supplier » or « Dotaki »).  
 
The Customer and the Supplier are hereafter together referred as « Parties », and individually « Party ». 
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FOREWORD 
 
Dotaki takes conversion rates to the next level for online merchants, thanks to an artificial intelligence which adapts digital content and 
experience to each visitor’s personality. Dotaki is able to detect ten personality types (Audacious, Hedonists, Emotives, Altruists, Homebodies, 
Straightforwards, Conventionals, Analyticals, Trend Setters and Attentives) belonging to two broad categories (Rationals and Emotionals). 
 
Dotaki assists its Customer in using this data to adapt its interfaces in terms of reassurance, complexity and dynamism to each user. For instance, 
the Emotionals get a lot of reassuring messages. Whereas the Rationals get more direct calls to action (they value efficiency over reassurance). 
 
 
THAT BEING SAID, THE PARTIES HAVE AGREED ON THE FOLLOWING TERMS: 
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ARTICLE 1 – DEFINITIONS 
 
The words hereunder will have the following meaning, be they used in their singular or plural form. 
 
Technology: the solution created and commercialised by the Supplier, allowing to analyse in real-time the navigation and the interactions of the 
online visitors. 
 
Data: any information, knowledge or data by nature intellectual, technical, scientific, financial, economic, personal, coming or not from the 
Customer’s databases, transmitted, hosted, input under any form in the context of the present Contract. The complete list of this data can be 
found in appendix 2. 
 
Customer’s environment: the environment defined in appendix 1 (websites and/or applications) on which the Technology will be installed 
 
Anomaly: any technical incident or failure leading to errors or results not compliant with the purpose of the Technology 
 
Test phase: Period beginning at the installation of the Technology and finishing 3 months later 
 
Run phase: One-year commitment period beginning at the end of the Test phase 
 
Subsidiaries: any company, existing or to be incorporated, directly or indirectly controlled by the Customer 
 
Users: the employees of the Customer and/or its subsidiaries or their subcontractors authorised by the Customer to use the Technology. 
 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 2 – OBJECT 
 
During the Contract’s validity as defined in the article 7.1, the Supplier authorises the Customer to load, display, use, execute and store the 
Technology in the Customer’s Environment complying with the terms of this Contract, and more broadly to the technology’s purpose. 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 3 – DUTIES OF THE PARTIES 
 
3.1 Supplier’s duties 
 
3.1.1. The Supplier commits to:  
 
(i) provide the Customer with the Technology and every service needed for the configuration and the adaptation of the Technology to the 

Customer’s Environment. This in a professional manner and respecting the industry standards; 
(ii) assist (issue recommendations, warnings, etc.) the Customer in using the data produced by the Technology to adapt its website’s interface 

and increase its online sales. This assistance will be limited to the agreed workload, in man-days per month. 
 

3.1.2. The Supplier guarantees that:  

(i) any collection and treatment of Data will be strictly limited to what is needed for the execution of the Contract, the Supplier having only 
limited usage rights on the Data for the purpose and duration of this Contract; 
(ii) the Data will be stored in a table dedicated to the Customer. The processing and storage of the Data will be done in France or a country 
member of the European Union, and done by recognised cloud providers such as Microsoft Azure, OVH, Amazon Web Services and Google Cloud 
Platform; 
(iii) all the Data received will be deleted after the conservation delay discussed with the Customer, thirteen (13) months by default, or after a 
written request by the Customer; 
(iv) he will be able to delete all the Data (including backups) related to a given website visitor upon request from this visitor; 
(v) he minimises the Data collection by collecting only the Data needed for the execution of the Contract; 
(vi) he will communicate to the Customer the name and contact details of its Data Protection Delegate, if he has named one. If not, he will 
communicate to the Customer the contact details of its employee in charge of the personal data protection: Benoit Allibe – 
benoit.allibe@dotaki.com; 
(vii) his employees are bound by a confidentiality clause; 
(viii) he will abide by the duties listed in the Data Protection Policy. 
 
 

 
3.1.3. The Supplier has a duty to counsel the Customer, to warn and inform him at any moment, and thus commits to: 
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- advise the Customer on the choice of technical solutions to adopt to allow the Contract to be fulfilled; 
- request from the Customer any information he believes to be necessary for the fulfilment of the Contract; 
- check the technical documentation provided by the Customer in order to ensure consistency and completeness regarding the Contract; 
- warn the Customer against any anomaly or oversight he would become aware of; 
- write a message to the Customer as soon as he will have knowledge of an element, event or action which might adversely impact the good 
execution of the Contract; 
- propose to the Customer any complement, enhancement or adaptation which he believes would be helpful; 
- warn the Customer when the choices he might make and for which he has been warned by a written message, if they risk being in contradiction 
with the pursued goals or might result in a degradation in the expected quality, performances of functionalities. 
 
3.2. Duties of the Customer 
The Customer commits to: 
(i) provide the Supplier with all the elements available and requested for the good execution of the Contract; 
(ii) deploy the Technology before one (1) month after the signature of this Contract. If not, the Test Phase might be shortened upon request 

from the Supplier; 
(iii) do or have done any technical connection necessary for the Technology to receive the relevant identification for the visitors, prospects 

and customers; 
(iv) provide the Supplier with an access to its web analytics and personalisation engine tools (Adobe Analytics, Google Analytics, Emarsys, AB 

Tasty, etc.). This will allow the Supplier to check the consistency of the acquired Data and the sound function of the Technology; 
(v) pay the Supplier by bank draft (IBAN on the bills) within thirteen 30 days of the billing date; 
(vi) pay every month (billing date at the beginning of each one (1) month period) the agreed fee. 
 
ARTICLE 4 – INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
 
4.1 Property rights 
4.1.1 Supplier’s property 
The Supplier keeps the exclusive property of the Technology during and after the Contract. 
 
4.1.2 Customer’s property  
The Data transmitted to the Supplier remain the exclusive property of the Customer. 
 
4.2 Guaranty 
The Supplier guarantees the Customer that the Technology does not break or counterfeits any author right, patent, brand, or any other 
intellectual property right belonging to a third party and does not consists in any unfaithful competition. 
 
 
ARTICLE 5 – PERFORMANCE – RESPONSIBILITY 
 
5.1. The Technology being asynchronous, it does not have any effect on the loading time of the Customer’s webpages; 
5.2. the Customer is responsible for the testing during the Technology deployment on the Customer’s Environment (the Customer’s website and 
all the technologies used on this website) and has to make sure that there is not any dysfunction or Anomaly before the deployment in 
production. The Supplier will not be held responsible for any loss resulting from a dysfunction or an Anomaly noticed after the deployment in 
production or any evolution in the Customer’s Environment creating a conflict with the Technology; 
5.3. when there is an update in the Technology, the Supplier will provide the Customer with the new release at least fifteen (15) days before the 
deployment to allow him to test it; 
5.4. In any case, the liability of the Supplier in the context of the Technology usage and the Contract, on any grounds, cannot exceed the total 
price actually paid by the Customer for the last three (3) months of the Contract preceding the happening of the failure resulting in the damage. 
 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 6 – DURATION 
 
 
6.1. The present Contract is in vigour from the date of its signature by the Parties until the last day of the Run Phase; 
6.2. The Customer will have the right to terminate unilaterally the contract at the end of the Test Phase, by written notice to the Supplier before 
the last day of the Test Phase. Without notice from the Customer, the Run Phase will begin the day after the last day of the Test Phase; 
6.3. Any of the Parties will have the right to terminate the contract one (1) year after the beginning of the Run Phase, without any reason, by 
written notice to the other Party at least one (1) month before the anniversary date of the beginning of the Run Phase; 
6.4. At the end of the Run Phase, if no Party has given termination notice one (1) month before the last day of the Run Phase, the contract will 
automatically be renewed for a new one-year Run Phase; 
6.5. Moreover, each Party has the right to terminate this Contract in case the other Party does not respect any of its duty. The Contract will be 
terminated fifteen (15) days after the written notice (registered notice with recorded delivery) has been sent and without effect on the issue. 
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ARTICLE 7 – FINAL TERMS 
 
7.1. Contractual documents 
The Contract and its appendices make the whole agreement between the Parties regarding its purpose. As a consequence, they replace or cancel 
any statement, negotiation, oral or written communication, pre-existing agreements, between the Parties regarding the same object. 
No alteration of the Contract is allowed before agreement, signature and validity of an amendment to this Contract signed by the two Parties 
 
7.2. Partial invalidity 
If any of the clauses of this Contract is recognised to be void, non-written, invalid or without object, this clause will be considered as non-written 
and cannot affect the validity or the continuation of the Contract in its globality, unless it is a clause which was determining for one of the Party 
when the Contract has been signed. In this case, the Parties have to negotiate in good faith to substitute to this clause a valid clause reflecting 
their initial intention. 
 
7.3. Parties independence 
No Party can take an engagement on behalf of the other Party. As a consequence, the Parties shall not do anything which could induce a third 
party into error regarding this fact, and not take any commitment, nor offer any guarantee on behalf of the other Party. 
 
7.5. Non-renunciation 
The fact for a Party to not enforce one of its rights or demand the execution of any duty or responsibility of the other Party, regarding the 
Contract, cannot be considered as a renunciation by the said Party to its rights, duties and responsibilities resulting from the Contract. 
 
7.6. Titles 
The titles of the articles are only indicative and do not affect the content or interpretation of the Contract. In case of inconsistency between the 
understanding of one title and its following clause, the titles are considered as non-existing. 
 
 
ARTICLE 8. APPLICABLE LAW 
 
8.1. This contract is governed by French law 
 
8.2. Any conflict relative to the validity, interpretation, execution or termination of the Contract which could not be solved by a private 
arrangement will be submitted to the exclusive competence of the Paris court. 
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APPENDIX 1 THE CUSTOMER’S ENVIRONMENT 

 
 Website of the Customer (mobile and desktop, excluding mobile applications)  
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APPENDIX 2 – LIST OF COLLECTED DATA 
 

Data: 

For each visitor of the website, the Supplier’s tag collects the following data: 

Field name Description Value example 

UserID Id of the user sent by the website to the 
Supplier 123654879 

ClientID Unique identifier assigned to the website by the 
Supplier "EDF" 

UserAgent Name and version of the browser and the 
device 

Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_12_1) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 

Chrome/54.0.2840.71 Safari/537.36 

Language Language preferences of the browser fr-FR,fr;q=0.8,en-US;q=0.6,en;q=0.4 

Color Depth Displayed colors depth 24 

Screen Resolution Device screen resolution [800,600] 

Window size Browser window size [453,387] 

Timezone Time zone -60 

Platform OS type Win32 

DoNotTrack or not DoNotTrack activated in the browser 0 

Full list of installed fonts List of the installed fonts 

[u'Arial', u'Arial Hebrew', u'Arial Rounded MT Bold', 
u'Courier', u'Courier New', u'Georgia', u'Helvetica', 

u'Helvetica Neue', u'Palatino', u'Times', u'Times New 
Roman', u'Trebuchet MS', u'Verdana'] 

Plugins (IE included) Installed plugins 

[u'Shockwave Flash::Shockwave Flash 23.0 
r0::application/x-shockwave-

flash~swf,application/futuresplash~spl', u'Chrome 
PDF Viewer::::application/pdf~pdf', u'Native 

Client::::application/x-nacl~,application/x-pnacl~'] 
Is AdBlock installed or not See field name False 

Has the user tampered with its 
languages See field name False 

Has the user tampered with its screen 
resolution See field name False 

Has the user tampered with its OS See field name False 
Has the user tampered with its 

browser See field name False 

Touch screen detection and 
capabilities Presence and type of touchscreen [0, False, False] 

Pixel Ratio Ratio between logical and physical pixels 2 

URL Address of the website page on which the user 
has just arrived http:///wwww.website.com/index/product1.html 

URL Referrer Address of the preceding page http:///wwww.website.com/index/list_product.html 

Browse_date Date and time at which the user has arrived on 
the webpage 21/11/2016 14:40 

mousemovment Timestamped positions of the pointer x:103,y:14,time:12354687984654 

cliktracking Timestamped positions of the clicks and 
elements which have been clicked 

x:150,y:65,time:48946513487844, duration : 35, elt : 
html > body 

scrolltrack Scree scroll moves h:9, time:4846516845684984 

testname Name of the AB test or personalisation currently 
active "Refonte Homepage" 

variation_name AB test or personalisation’s variant name "Variante A" 

test_infos  Specific information depending on the 
personalisation tool used by the website, if any "pourcentage trafic:50" 
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identifiant Unique identifier assigned by the Supplier to 
each visitor of the website jR7sX98 

tagEvent Specific event sent by the Customer regarding 
the visitor visit 

Encodings Types of compressions accepted by the browser  gzip, deflate, br 

header accept Type of headers accepted by the browser */* 

http-version Default HTTP version used by the browser 1.0 

  

 


